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Norwich Creatives

You Say You Want a
Revels Solution...

–– David Corriveau ––
f this keeps up, the world will know Norwich as much for the creative young entrepreneurs that
it grows (or should we say entrepreneurial young creatives?) as for the Olympic athletes it
cultivates. Most visibly these days, 22-year-old Jake Laser is building a big following on YouTube
for his videos of the inventions he’s been churning out since early adolescence. “I always had the
passion for building stuff,” says the 2015 graduate of Hanover High School. “This is what it’s
manifested into so far. I don’t think this is the final step.”
Under the guidance of budding music producer and fellow college undergraduate Phin
Choukas, Hans Williams is taking the first tentative steps toward a career in music, already
reaching thousands of listeners on platforms like Spotify for the songs he’s writing and singing and
recording. “I’m slowly learning how to promote myself,” Williams says. “There’s so much that I
don’t know, that I still need to learn.”
And here comes 13-year-old Ezra McGinley-Smith, whom – depending, on the time of year, the
day of the week, and the hour of the day – you might find shooting a TV ad or an award-winning
movie, or crafting a website for an Upper Valley business, or diving for sunken treasure in Upper
Valley waterways, or trapping skunks. “I like to stay busy,” says McGinley-Smith, an eighth-grader
at Richmond Middle School in Hanover.
So do Laser, Williams, and Choukas... to the extent that the coronavirus allows these days.

John Severinghaus (left) as lead in 2018’s Christmas Revels performance

Evan Oxenham

The Future’s So Bright, I Gotta Wear Shades

I

–– David Corriveau ––
ou say you want a Revels solution for Christmas? In the
middle of the coronavirus pandemic? This season, thanks
to some creative scrambling on the part of the leaders
and the rank-and-file performers of Revels North – many of
them from Norwich – you’ll find it online or on your TV screen.
In place of what would have been the Upper Valley’s 45th
consecutive live yuletide pageant celebrating the Winter
Solstice in song and dance, Revels North last spring commissioned All Shall Be Well Again – a 17-minute animated film that
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Top: Jake Laser on his hoverboard. Above left: Hans Williams practicing in the studio. Above right: Ezra
McGinley-Smith and his brother Mica with some of their finds
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NORWICH WOMEN’S CLUB
A Little History
t may seem like we are living in unprecedented times.
We are all wearing masks, we
can’t give a hug, we can’t have
friends and family over to visit,
we’ve had to cancel trips and
special events. But if you travel
back in time 100 years, things
might seem oddly familiar. The
great Spanish Flu pandemic of
1918-20
killed
675,000
Americans amidst the calamitous
backdrop of World War 1.
The Norwich Women’s Club
was there to help, although we
were called the Ladies’ Literary Club back then. Much like now, Norwich
escaped the worst ravages of the Spanish Flu, allowing the Norwich Women’s
Club to focus primarily on the war effort. We had 65 members then. Today,
our numbers have grown to about 300 dedicated individuals working
together as a strong and vibrant part of the community we call home.
The NWC Makes a Difference
In a typical year, our two Nearly New Sales plus our Spring Gala provide
nearly all our funding, totalling about $70,000 annually. With these
resources, the NWC grants post-secondary scholarships to Norwich students
and funds a multitude of projects benefiting the community.
This, we all know, is not a typical year. To help keep our community safe,
we canceled our Nearly New Sales and our 2020 Spring Gala. It is likely our
2021 Spring Gala will be canceled as well. We are working to create safe,
alternative, creative events, but the fact is that these events generate
substantially less funding.

I

We Need You!
As the coronavirus pandemic continues, we anticipate
the need within our community
for NWC funds will continue to
increase. After much thought
and discussion, the Norwich
Women’s Club Board comes to
you this year with a direct,
year-end fundraising appeal.
This is not our usual strategy,
but this is not a usual year.
Please consider a charitable
gift in support of our important,
ongoing work for the community.
Go to norwichwomensclub.
org and click the Year End Appeal to make a secure, encrypted online
donation. If you prefer, you can mail a check to the NWC at P.O. Box 191,
Norwich, VT 05055.
Your generous donation will be used where it is most needed to support
scholarships and community projects and grants. If you would like your
donation used specifically for Scholarships or for Community Project
Grants, please indicate this choice in the notes section of your online
payment or on the memo line on your check.
Thank you in advance for including the Norwich Women’s Club in your
year-end giving during these challenging times. Check our website for
upcoming online programming: www.norwichwomensclub.org. n
~ The Norwich Women’s Club Board of Directors

The Norwich Women’s Club is a tax-exempt nonprofit organization under
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Your contribution is
tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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A R O U N D TO W N
Holiday Basket
Helpers
he Hartford-Norwich
Holiday
Basket
Helpers, which has
served Hartford and
Norwich families and senior
citizens for longer than
anyone can accurately
remember, is working very
hard to do all it can to
maintain the program and serve our community this year.
Now more than ever before, we need your support.
The complexities of running this year have shuttered many of the similar
programs in the region, and we are fielding more requests than ever before.
The children and senior citizens in our communities have been struggling
more than most to deal with the effects that Covid guidelines and restrictions
have on our daily lives. The changes, the isolation, the uncertainty weighs
on us all, but even more on them. WE NEED YOU to help us help them, and

T

to let them know they are not forgotten in all that is transpiring.
We have made significant changes to our program in an effort to ensure
safety for everyone. Our program is running solely with gift cards this year,
and we have worked hard to adapt our website to accommodate this change.
We know shopping for your Basket gifts is a cherished tradition, but we
sincerely hope that you will please continue to support us by going to our
website and signing up to sponsor a child or family by purchasing requested
online gift cards that can be sent to us digitally, which we will then forward
on to your sponsored family.
It sounds complicated, but we have worked tirelessly to try to make it as
seamless as possible. Our website has step-by-step instructions for you, we
know you can do it! The children need us to try.
We do not have nearly enough sponsors this year, as many are intimidated
by this new process. Please go to our website and give it a try, if it is
insurmountable it is very easy to donate instead.

We know this has been a
challenging year in more ways that
we can count. Making sure that the
spirit of the season is felt by those in
need will help us all feel as though we
have helped to make our community
a litter better in what will be a very
different holiday for us all this year.
Please help us spread the light of the
season to those who need it most.
www.holidaybasketsvt.org
~ Ann Marie Smith on behalf of The Hartford-Norwich Holiday Basket Helpers

Shop local: Benefit local business and neighbors in need!
19 Days of Norwich is a holiday season fundraising initiative that shows
how “keeping it local” and neighbors helping neighbors can make us a
stronger community. What began in Norwich, eight years ago has spread
across the Upper Valley.
In 2013, Dan & Whit’s began collecting food and donating a portion of
their sales to the Haven when they heard the Food Shelf needed
non-perishable food
supplies. Since then,
businesses and community
members a cross the
Valley have come together
each winter to support the
Haven and people in our
region facing poverty,
hunger, and homelessness.
Community members
shop at local businesses,
local businesses donate a portion of their sales to the Haven, and the Haven
provides resources for those people who need a hand up.
A recent study from Vital Communities measured the percentage of local
and independent businesses revenues that stay in the community versus those
of national chains. It’s not even close. And what of Amazon, with nary a
shipping center or business presence in the Valley? Virtually nothing at all!
The study estimates residents of Windsor, Orange, Grafton, and Sullivan
Counties spent $165 Million in Amazon orders last year. Wow.
Your favorite Norwich businesses are 19 Days participants. Show your
support by thinking of them when you do your holiday shopping and be sure
to mention you know they are part of the 19 Days effort. The Haven is always
excited for more local businesses to join the nearly 100 involved this year.
The full list can be found atuppervalleyhaven.org/events/19days/businesses.n
SHOP LOCAL! Learn more at uppervalleyhaven.org
events/19days
or email development@uppervalleyhaven.org

Thank you to all our clients and customers for a successful
2020. We wish everyone the best for the Holidays and 2021.
William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker

Christine Pinello, M.S, D.V.M., C.V.A.

Meghan Ward, Broker-Associate
Armando “Joe” Roberto, Jr., Sales Associate
5 Olde Nugget Alley, Suite 5, Hanover, NH 03755
www.biggreenre.com · Phone: 603-643-3942 · Cell: 603-381-8603
Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College
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You know those favorite local businesses
that are there when you need them?

They need you.

Buy local. Eat Local. Live Local.

Find open Upper Valley businesses & farms by
searching the Vital Communities Guide—
vitalcommunities.org/guide
Heritage Based Breeds
Bacon
Pork chops
Tenderloin

Sausages links/bulk/patties
Country-style Ribs
Certified Organic Beef

P U B L IS H E R ’S N OT E
Cultivating a Community of Caring
any variables can make or break a community. Certainly the coronavirus has
done its damnedest to take down the global human community. But, as you’ll
understand after reading this issue of the Norwich Times, when a community
is built on a foundation of caring, no beast large or small can undermine its integrity.
In just about every article, we see that Norwich’s citizens care deeply about each
other and about the greater good. Police Chief Jen Frank spoke about how she sees
the people of Norwich really caring for each other in greater and different ways. Eric
Friets is organizing volunteers to chop and deliver free firewood to keep our neighbors
warm. Mark Lilienthal writes about what “Hi, Neighbor” truly means in Vermont,
and how he sees the ways the whole community is stepping up and sacrificing for the
best interest of its children. – And speaking of Norwich’s children. The cover story
features three young men bringing their unique gifts to the world. As writer
David Corriveau mentioned, it seems like entrepreneurial creatives spring up from
here as readily as Olympians do. There must be something in the water!
Or, perhaps it’s the incredible environment in which they grow up. In Norwich,
kids are truly raised by a village. From loving and encouraging parents, to highly
engaged educators, to civic organization leaders, volunteers, business owners, and
shopkeepers, every young person who grows up in Norwich has a safety net over which
to test his/her wings. Within this culture of caring, it’s no wonder Jake, Ezra, Hans (and
Phin) feel safe and secure enough to think and act outside the box – and beyond
themselves – as they navigate what it means to be a young person in today’s world.
When a community cultivates a culture of caring, then strength, innovative
thinking, and resiliency are the natural byproducts. As such, it almost doesn’t matter
what dragon shows up at the gate. The people of Norwich see what this coronavirus
is and are staring it down by showing up for each other.
Best wishes for a truly healthy, happy, and prosperous new year.
~Jen
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donate. volunteer.
make an impact.
Your gift or service will ensure that our neighbors can
access important resources during these difficult times.
You can help create a community, despite this pandemic,
where people find hope and discover possibility.

uppervalleyhaven.org/donate

Upper Valley Haven
713 Hartford Ave., White River Jct.  802-295-6500  UpperValleyHaven.org
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New Director for Norwich’s Firewood Assistance Program
–– Frank Orlowski ––
or many years, Norwich
has hosted a program
where residents of the
town, and beyond, in need of
assistance, can access
firewood to help heat their
homes. Norwich resident
David Hubbard coordinated
this community volunteer
effort for much of that time.
In 2020, the torch of
leadership passed to another
Norwich resident and program volunteer, Eric Friets.
Many area residents still depend on firewood as a secondary, and primary heat
source, and as those temps go down, so does their firewood pile. For many,
ordering an extra cord of wood from an area firewood dealer is not a problem. For
others, however, the roughly $300 price for a cord is a financial hardship.
Enter Hubbard, Friets, and a group of local volunteers willing and able to cut,
split, stack, store, and sometimes deliver the wood for those in need.
Sourcing the wood depends on a coordinated effort of many, including
volunteers, local landowners, public utility crews, and the staff of the Norwich
Public Works Department, says Friets. “The Town has been very supportive of
the program,” he says. The utility companies and the public works crews collect
most of the log length firewood used in the program from cutting jobs along
Norwich’s roadsides, and transport the wood to the collection site on Beaver
Meadow Road. In addition, some local landowners also donate wood from
downed trees on their properties.
Once the log lengths end up at the collection site, they must be cut to firewood
length, split, and stacked in the woodsheds located on the site. Throughout the
year, volunteers perform this work, though the major effort for these tasks occurs
on one day, every October. On that Saturday, volunteers gather with chain saws,

F

log splitters, trucks, and
strong arms and legs to
convert the accumulated logs
into manageable pieces of
firewood. On the “Annual
Firewood Bee” day (as it’s
known) this past October,
Eric Friets says over 20
volunteers combined efforts
to cut, split and stack about
14 cords of wood, some of
which was delivered to
recipients as well.
Throughout the season, Friets says about 20 cords of firewood will be
distributed to 12-15 families. Volunteers will deliver to recipients within 50 miles
of Norwich on the Vermont side (state rules do not allow them to deliver to New
Hampshire, says Friets). Additionally, recipients who are able can pick up their
wood from the Norwich site.
Friets appreciates the fact that, “there is no complicated application
process,” for those desiring wood through this program. Potential recipients
may contact him directly, or the Norwich town offices about being eligible to
receive some wood.
Being a past volunteer in the firewood program, Eric Friets finds becoming the
program’s head was not complicated. Most of the work involves coordinating
volunteers to carry out the necessary tasks. “David (Hubbard) showed me the
ropes,” he says. Summing up their work, Friets says the firewood program, “is a
great example of a community effort.” n
Those interested in volunteering with the program, or as a recipient of wood may email
Eric at ericfriets@gmail.com. Potential wood recipients may also contact the Norwich
town manager at HDurfee@norwich.vt.us or John Farrell, the town service officer at
jjtwister@gmail.com.
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Waypoint: Upper Valley’s Family & Child Service
Helps with Life Journeys
all who live here,” said
–– Virginia Dean ––
Birge. “We find
or
Norwich
resident Deborah
solutions to problems
McLane Carter,
through our dual roles
the mission and
as practitioners and
ensuing work of one of
advocates – a truly
the oldest familyholistic approach to our
serving non-profits in
practice.”
New
Hampshire
A case in point, for
actually began over a
instance, involved a
100 years ago with her
young couple’s very young daughter (under a year
grandfather, John McLane, who was instrumental
old) who was placed into foster care. “In order to
in founding the NH Children’s Aid Society that
be able to maintain a connection between parents
later merged into the Child and Family Services
and baby, we were able to provide them with
of NH, now rebranded as Waypoint.
supervised visits three to four times a week,” said
“I’m involved in Waypoint because of family
Birge. “They were able to watch her achieve
history,” said Carter who is one of its nine board
milestones and, because of the frequency of visits,
members. “There has always been a McLane on
they were able to be present when she took her
the board, and, when it became my turn, I gladly
first steps.”
joined. My beliefs and values – as a part of our
There are 14 sites across the state and over 24
enthusiastic, cohesive, hard-working board –
programs,
serving an average of 8,000 individuals
echo those of the founders, serving with the Left: Dan Fraser. Center: Nina McCampbell and Deb
a year.
Carter.
Right:
Jeannette
Birge
‘shared vision of guarding children’s rights,
Funding comes from a variety of sources
serving children’s needs, and strengthening the
including state contracts, charitable giving
life of the family.’”
involving individuals and foundations, and
Indeed, Waypoint is a significant provider of
insurance payments, Birge related. “Every year we
vital services in the Upper Valley and serves all its
do a variety of little events around the area as
residents, according to the center’s director,
well,” said Birge. “Those include the Campout for
Jeannette Birge. “We’ve been an active service
the Cause at Storr’s Pond, a Father’s Day pancake
provider for over 20 years in Lebanon,” Birge said.
breakfast at the Norwich Grange, and an Easter
The name, Waypoint, signifies a point along a
egg hunt on the Norwich Green, for example.”
journey at which the course can be changed.
In the coming year, Waypoint is establishing a
“That’s what we do,” said Birge. “We help people
Family
Resource Center of Quality that will be
and communities to change course.”
open
to
all
Upper
Valley
residents
with no acceptance criteria and will
As a private, non-profit agency, the services Waypoint offers include
provide
a
plethora
of
family
services,
focusing
on parenting and grandparent
adoption, prenatal support, parent/education/family empowerment, services
groups,
play
groups,
and
home
visiting,
Birge
explained.
“In essence, we are
for children with developmental concerns or chronic health conditions,
and
will
continue
to
work
to
resolve
immediate
and
long-term safety
childcare, mental health counseling, family preservation, supervised
concerns,
stabilize
families,
and
empower
them
with
tools
to optimize their
visitation, foster care, homeless youth continuum, home healthcare for
success,” said Birge.
older Americans and adults with disabilities, and advocacy. “Our mission is
Recently-joined board member and Norwich resident Dan Fraser agrees.
to empower people of all ages through an array of these services,” said Birge.
“Children must have the essential components to start life successfully,” said
According to board member Nina McCampbell of Norwich, Waypoint
Fraser, owner of Dan and Whit’s Country Store in Norwich. “I look forward
embodies the ideal of spreading kindness, one of the many reasons why she
to working with an amazing team of people at Waypoint to help advance the
joined the board. “Whether it’s trauma counseling, foster care, aiding
well-being of children and families throughout our communities.”
children with disabilities or helping to find the services most needed, this
Birge expressed her delight with Fraser’s recent membership. “We are so
is why Waypoint is so important”, said McCampbell. “Any of us can face
honored
to have Dan join an already stellar group of individuals on our
difficulties along the way in life.”
Upper
Valley
board”, she said. “A great advocate for the cause of kids and
Waypoint’s brand is built on four pillars: staff, community, solutions, and
families, he is fearless in fundraising and tireless in community building.
impact. The staff is known for its compassion, professionalism, and ingenuity.
“We work collaboratively in the community, creating a social safety net for
He’s a true change-maker in the Upper Valley.” n
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IS THE PROUD SPONSOR OF THE GOODNESS InDEED PAGE
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsor” on Page 23
Mascoma has a longstanding tradition of supporting local people and organizations doing good deeds for the community. www.mascomabank.com
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Community
and Care
Enjoy a serene setting,
spacious accommodations
and support of a caring
staff. Find your home
at Harvest Hill, where
you’re never alone.

To learn more, contact
Peggy Cooper.
603-443-9575 or
cooperm@apdmh.org

www.APDLifecare.org
Lebanon, New Hampshire
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Independent and Assisted Living
with Memory Care

This is a recently completed extensive remodeling renovation project in Hanover
which nearly doubled the square footage. G.R. Porter originally constructed
the oak-post-and-beam home in 1978. The builders worked with
Haynes and Garthwaite Architects in Norwich on the project.

W

S E L E CTB O A R D C ORN E R

hat a year! Depending on your point of view, this year has been the
worst on record or the best. Let’s stick with the best while not avoiding
what constitutes the worst. We’ll deal with the worst first.
Covid-19. What to say that has not already been said. Yet over the course of
the year, many positives have resulted from the pandemic. Neighbors helping
neighbors, free grocery deliveries, Victory Gardens, to name a few. But the
pandemic has and continues to exact a toll. Some families are suffering
financially as are some of our local businesses. There is also the emotional toll
of not being able to share our holidays with family and friends. Please heed the
call of our officials and limit your gatherings to your household.
Moving on to what the Town has been doing: The pandemic has not stopped
the work of the Town. Our Town Manager’s office, all departments, and all
elected officials continue to work for you. Some are working remotely or by
appointment only, but please be assured the work continues. If you have any
questions, please call the town offices at 649-1419.
It seems like ages since the Selectboard has met in Tracy Hall. Zoom™ has
been our method of meeting since March. Looking back at those early meetings,
we have come a long way in terms of better utilization of the technology. There
are actually some benefits of meeting remotely in that residents who could not be
present in person can sometimes attend via Zoom ™. The same can be said for
resident attendance at various Committee meetings including Energy, Planning,
Conservation, Listers, Affordable Housing, etc.
Currently, the Board is in the midst of review of the FY2022 budget. The
budget discussions are particularly difficult this year because of the pandemic
and possible loss of national/state funding. We just don’t know what grants may
be available to us. Despite this uncertainty, we need to address immediate
concerns. The Selectboard encourages your participation in the discussion. A
link to the budget material can be found on the Town website: norwich.vt.us.
The Town Plan was formally approved by the Two Rivers Ottauquechee
River Commission (TRORC), our regional planning commission. With formal
approval, the Town has submitted an application for a formal Village Designation
status. If approved, the Village Designation status will allow for priority in grant
funding designed to preserve traditional downtowns.
As part of the Town Plan implementation, the Selectboard has established a
Child Care Committee. This Committee is charged, in part, with:
1. Providing, to the Selectþoard, a framework of options for addressing the two
key questions:
a. Should childcare be part of the core municipal funded activities?
b. What are the specific costs for significantly improving access to childcare in Norwich?
To read the entire charge for this Committee, visit the Town website or call
649-1419 and talk to the Town Manager or his Assistant.
This past summer, an initial meeting was held investigating the feasibility of
constructing a sidewalk along Beaver Meadow Road between the Catholic
Church and Moore Lane. (The cost of the initial engineering work was approved
for the current budget year.) In November, the engineering firm Dubois & King
provided alternative suggestions and cost estimates for each suggestion. This
work is not completed and approval of such a project has not been approved.
Further information will be coming.
Please keep in touch and stay safe. n
~ Claudette Brochu for the Norwich Selectboard

NORWICH SELECTBOARD

G.R. P ORTER & S ONS, INC.
PO Box 409
Norwich, V T 05055

Now Booking
for 2021

802-649-5222
fax 802-649-8713

www.norwich.vt.us • 802-649-1419
Selectboard@norwich.vt.us
Claudette Brochu (Chair), Roger Arnold (Vice-Chair),
Rob Gere, John Langhus, Mary Layton
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Being Sick and Tired Is Not Normal
–– Dr. Seth Osgood, Founder of GrassRoots Functional Medicine ––
hen a person feels run down and sluggish, or has a chronic condition
like autoimmunity, thyroid disease, or fibromyalgia, these are signs that
the body isn’t getting the support it needs.
I see this all the time with patients who’ve been to doctor after doctor and
tried numerous medications. Many of these same patients worry they’ll never feel
truly well again. With the right approach, it is very possible for patients to restore
their energy and vitality. Here’s how I explain it to my patients.
Think of the body like a plant. A plant needs clean water, fertile soil, fresh air,
and sunlight to grow. If it’s missing any of these, or it’s overrun by infection or
sprayed with toxic chemicals, it starts to wilt and die. You can slap some green paint
on the withering leaves and pretend everything is fine. Or, you can figure out what
environmental factors are making it sick, and give it what it needs to flourish.
The human body is no different. It needs vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants
to continuously repair itself. If it’s bombarded by toxins and stress, it begins to break
down and symptoms pile up. One can cover these symptoms up with pharmaceuticals. Or, one can give the body the missing ingredients it needs to thrive.
This is exactly what a functional-medicine approach works to do. By using
cutting-edge testing to investigate why the symptoms are there in the first place,
practitioners can discover and overcome the root causes with diet, stress
management, detoxification, supplementation, and movement.
Every patient is unique and requires a personal approach, but the three
factors to investigate that make the biggest impact on overall wellness include:

W

1. Nutrition & Gut Health: It has been proven that energy levels, mood, and
cognitive function improve with the right nutrients and a GI tract that is healthy
enough to absorb them. A comprehensive stool analysis can uncover microbiome
imbalances and parasites that deplete nutrition and disrupt digestion.
2. Detoxification: The environment is no longer as clean as it needs to be,
and high levels of toxins are present in our air, water, food, and household
products. Advanced nutritional testing can evaluate your levels of the amino
acids and nutrients that are essential for phase one and phase two
detoxification.
3. Hormone Balance: Your hormones regulate your sleep, metabolism, blood
sugar, stress response, and so much more. Beyond measuring individual levels of
hormones, it’s important to look at how they’re impacting each other and being
broken down.
Armed with this information, patients can target exactly what their individual
bodies need to function optimally. n
To learn more about how a root-cause approach to symptoms can improve
one’s overall health and
vitality, visit our
website (below) to
preview our programs
and book a free
discovery call.

Learn more at GrassRootsFunctionalMedicine.com
At GrassRoots, we work to uncover the root causes of disease
so you can restore optimal health and feel your best again.
888.644.7668

8a-5p Mon-Fri

24 Airport Road #302, West
Lebanon
Kimball
Union

For 36 years, we’ve featured complete
junior and adult ski and snowboard lease programs.
Ask about our junior lease race program!

The Good Health Page is proudly sponsored by
GrassRoots Functional Medicine 1

Academy 201102 QTLTNThol20 1-4 (resized LTfall FP).pdf
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The Circles Project

–– Sarah Rooker, Director, Norwich Historical Society ––
hile COVID-19 has certainly brought immense challenges and real
despair, it has also brought many moments of hope and goodness.
This is so true in Norwich where the entire community has circled
‘round. There have been circles of friends, families, neighbors, businesses, and
essential workers who have helped each other through long days, weeks, and
months of isolation and uncertainty.
Norwich Historical Society wanted to find a way to celebrate all these
important connections and create something artistic that would represent these
interconnections, because when many join together, we create one community.
We see our role at the historical society as one of building community and
preserving and celebrating this place we call home. The Circles project grew
out of these thoughts.
A small group from the Norwich Historical Society gathered in June to begin
brainstorming how to create a mural. Tracy Smith came up with the idea of
using circles on canvas, and more ideas sprouted from there. First we used paint

W

rollers to cover the canvas with a background color, then we cut around 200
circles in a variety of sizes ranging from 8-18 inches. We thought through
question prompts to inspire people’s creativity, and formed a plan to publicize
the project beyond this initial circle. We decided to ask people to create images
around what has brought them hope during the pandemic. We wanted this
collective work of art to be representative of as much of the community as
possible, so we partnered with other organizations and asked them to spread the
word and host outdoor painting workshops. Thank you to St. Francis of Assisi
Church, Norwich Congregational Church, Norwich Public Library, the
Children’s Art Studio, and the Beaver Meadow Schoolhouse for hosting.
We really weren’t sure if it would work. When 20 people took circles home,
we thought we’d have enough for a small mural and breathed a sigh of relief.
When 200 circles were off being painted, we began to worry if we’d have room
on the wall at Dan and Whit’s. We also weren’t sure if all 200 circles would
actually come back painted. In the end, 176 circles were returned in a rainbow
of colors, styles, and images. The spreadsheet to keep track of who had circles,

Green View Advisors
Christopher Rhim
, CDFA™

FEE-ONLY
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT
• FINANCIAL PLANNING
• DIVORCE PLANNING
• MONEY MANAGEMENT

8 Beaver Meadow Road, Norwich VT 05055
Crhim@greenviewadvisors.com
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who needed painting supplies, where they were painting, and if the circles had
come back was something to behold.
In October, all the circles were hung on the Norwich Historical Society
fence so people could come by and look at them up close. Children raced over
to find their circles. Dog owners posed for photos with their dogs and dog
paintings. And people added to the exhibit by writing words on circles to share
what they were grateful for during this difficult time.
Liz Nunez wrote about her family’s experience painting their circle: We
painted our circle as a family and focused on bright spots during the pandemic. We all
agreed that family, nature, gazing at clouds, and our dog (Pearl) have been so
important to us these recent months. Our 7-year-old took the lead on design, and we
all painted a part. Our artistic abilities may not compare to those of our neighbors (!),
but we were so pleased to have the chance to be part of this community effort to mark
this time in our lives and history.
Jen Shepherd wrote: What has stood out to me during this pandemic is the
generosity of people and the kindness within our community.

Shop local! Knit local!
Browse yarn and ﬁber
from 14 Vermont ﬁber
farms and dyers.
Check our website for
holiday hours and online
workshops.

www.norwichknits.com
289 Main St.
Norwich, VT
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Aarin Homes shared: Throughout Covid, our house was being built. I’ve found
myself out in the woods hiking with my kids more than ever. They had a socially
distanced camp out with friends on our new lawn. Reading and reflecting on the tree
swing has been very relaxing. I have also found myself sewing masks, cooking more,
working on the computer, and painting. The key components to making it through
Covid with a smile have been being outside, crafting, and spending time with family.
My painting style was inspired by a hiking trip we took to Switzerland years ago. They
do paper cutouts, but I duplicated the idea with paint.
After the exhibit, Chad Finer photographed every circle and our team spent
a week gluing the circles to Masonite and polyurethaning the boards. Scott
Miller stepped in to mount the mural. We now have a mural celebrating our
community connections and offering understandings of where and how we
belong. Many, many thanks to Tracy Smith, Cheri Mather, Wendy Thompson,
Carla Vincent, Nancy Cressman, and Scott Miller for their hard work. And, of
course, thanks to Dan Fraser for agreeing to have a mural on his wall without
having any idea what it might end up looking like! n
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Gauge Your Water Footprint

example, beef, coffee and cotton production
–– Lynnwood Andrews &
use high levels of water, whereas, chicken and
Courtney Dragiff ––
Find Out More About Your
tea have lower levels.
ll over Vermont this summer, wells ran
Water Footprint
dry, lawns turned brown, and water levels
Extreme Rain
dropped visibly in streams and lakes. But
Rainstorms are predicted to become even
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
in the past 60 years, the state’s annual
more intense, continuing a decades-long trend;
www.ipcc.ch
precipitation has increased by almost half a foot
in turn, that leads to more run-off and considVermont Climate Assessment
since 1960, according to the Vermont Climate
erable damage to natural and built
www.vtclimate.org
Assessment. Where is all that water when we
environments alike.
need it?
Water Footprint Network
Rain does not get the chance to soak into
Wetter or drier, our water patterns are
www.waterfootprint.org
the ground to replenish soil moisture and
changing markedly as our climate changes.
groundwater levels. Fast run-off scours stream
Personal Water Footprint Calculator
And that seems very likely to continue,
beds, ruining habitat for plants, fish, reptiles
www.waterfootprint.org/en/resources/
scientists report.
and amphibians, dependent on moderate,
interactive-tools/personal-water-footprint-calculator
More precipitation will fall in winter,
predictable stream flows. Soil erosion increases.
United States Drought Monitor – Northeast
especially at the higher elevations, but
Roads and culverts, bridges and dams are
www.droughtmonitor.unl.edu/CurrentMap/
increasingly it will fall as rain instead of snow.
washed away. Cellars flood.
StateDroughtMonitor.aspx?Northeast
More drought will occur, typically in summer,
Mitigating against intense rainstorms
but also more prolonged droughts spanning
requires slowing the water down to give it a
Northeast Drought Early Warning System
years. Already, average December stream flows
chance to soak into the soil before reaching
www.drought.gov/drought/dews/northeast
have increased, while April and May flows have
ditches and streams. It also means slowing the
Xerces Society – Maintaining Diverse Stands
decreased.
water down in streambeds. Solutions that
of Wildflowers Planted for Pollinators
A year ago on  Halloween, five inches of rain
enhance natural water systems include creating
www.xerces.org/publications/guidelines/maintainingdrenched parts of Vermont, yet since then, we
riparian buffers, protecting and restoring
diverse-stands-of-wildflowers-planted-pollinators
slipped into moderate drought across eastern
wetlands, reducing turf, increasing the organic
Vermont. The year 2016 saw the worst drought
content of soil and restoring streams to their
The Environmental Protection Agency –
here since the 1960s. Soil in southern Vermont
natural state. Ways to slow the water down
Water Conservation Tips for Residents:
was the driest in the nation.
near your home include permeable paving, rain
New England
How are we to remain resilient? We need to
gardens, swales, converting turf to meadowwww3.epa.gov/region1/eco/drinkwater/
know our water footprint, and we need to take
style planting, and grey and rain water
water_conservation_residents.html
steps to lower it. We need to understand the
collection systems.
American Rivers – Water Conservation:
effects of extreme rain events and drought and
Drought
Threats and Solutions
mitigate them.
Regular summer droughts, such as we
www.americanrivers.org/threats-solutions
Water Footprint  
experienced this year, as well as longer-term
For more resources go to the NCC website:
According to the Water Footprint Network,
droughts are bound to become more frequent.
www.norwichconservation.org
your water footprint “measures the amount of
Measures to guard against extreme rain
water used to produce each of the goods and
increase groundwater and soil-moisture levels,
services we use.” It comprises three types of
and so mitigate against drought.
water – blue water, which is taken from surface or groundwater, such as from a
Further water conservation measures include water-efficient appliances and
well or reservoir; green water, which is rainwater stored in the root zones of
devices. Rainwater collection and storage systems have improved considerably
plants; and grey water, which is the water used in converting polluted water,
beyond simple rain barrels and cisterns, though even these are effective.
such as sewage, to meet water quality standards.
Mowing practices that minimize harm to pollinators and other animals also
Reducing your water footprint requires understanding your consumption of
increase soil moisture.
each type of water. You can calculate your water footprint at the website of the
Set your mower to 4 inches. Mow no more than every two weeks. Let areas
Water Footprint Network (www.waterfootprint.org). Knowing how much water
of your lawn become “meadows and mow them only once/year either in late
is consumed in the production of the things you buy informs your choices. For
October, or in early April. Leave mowing debris in place – do not rake. n
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Adult Day Care and Wellness
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8826 Woodstock Road, Quechee
info@scotlandhousevt.org

“I have no time to myself anymore.”
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HO LIDAY T R ADI T I O N S
From Norah Lake, owner of
Norwich’s Sweetland Farm
icking the perfect Christmas tree has always
been a highlight of the holiday season for
me. As a kid, growing up in Grafton, VT, my
family would trek into our woods looking for a
natural winner. Some years it was a balsam, others
a spruce, and we even had a few pines. It would
take hours to look at all the candidates and agree
on the perfect one, often the top from a 30 footer! When I met my husband
Chris, we took the perfect Christmas tree game to the next level. Whether
we are hunting for our tree in the woods, at Nichols’ tree farm, or among
the “teenage” spruce that we’ve planted at our farm, we love taking several
laps and looking at each tree from every angle before we choose the one to
take home. One year we even got a tree that was tall enough that we cut
it in half and put the lower half downstairs and the top half upstairs!
From Rob Adams, COO for Solaflect Energy
Our family’s clocks
are usually calibrated
around sports events
around the holidays –
soccer and basketball, in
particular. A year ago,
around the holidays we
were celebrating boys
and girls Hanover High School soccer state championships in soccer for
both Charlie (senior) and Caroline (sophomore). Unfortunately, Covid
cut both promising basketball seasons short, so we missed out on the
energy and excitement that usually carried us through the winter months.
And so we got to do a lot more skiing, for a refreshing change! n
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HOLIDAYS MADE EASY
This season, give the gift they’ll love best – delicious homemade sweets and treats.
We have everything you need for holiday gift baking, from cookie cutters and
quality mixes, to festive bake-and-give paper pans for cakes, bread, and more.
Stock your pantry with the premium ingredients you need for your very best
seasonal baking: imported chocolates, sugar decorations, and artisan vanillas.

Let us help you bake up the happiest of holidays.
135 Rt. 5 South, Norwich, VT | 802-649-3361
KingArthurBaking.com/visit

“We Are So Happy Mom Is Thriving.”
“As Mom aged, we thought it best if she stayed in her house, but even with hours of
expensive home care, Mom wasn’t thriving. She needed more. She especially needed
more socialization — not isolation; and reliable access to care when she needed it. So
she made the move to Valley Terrace. She truly loves her elegant new home! Life is
more complete in a community with lots of friends and activities, chef-prepared meals,
daily care, medication management, and even
transportation to appointments and
outings. I know Mom is happier
and more relaxed now... and I
am too. We only wish she’d
moved sooner.”
• 24-Hour Care/Assistance
• Award-winning
• Superb life enrichment programs
• Family-owned
• Studios and apartments • Medication Management
• Memory Care & Respite Care
• Chef-prepared dining
• Long-tenured management
• Transportation

Please call Gretchen Stoddard at

(802) 280-1910 or visit ValleyTerrace.net
Wheelock Terrace, 32 Buck Road
Hanover, NH 03755, (603) 643-7290

Woodstock Terrace, 456 Woodstock Road
Woodstock, VT 05091, (802) 457-2228

Valley Terrace, 2820 Christian St., White River Jct.
VT 05001 (802) 280-1910, Wilder, VT, by Norwich
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REVELS NORTH – continued from page 1

Evan Oxenham

Norwich resident and Revels executive director Brian Cook describes as “just
lovely to behold … very, very true to the Revels spirit, with a respect for the
traditional style.”
And while the organization will miss its main source of revenue for its
programs – ticket sales to live shows at the Lebanon Opera House – Revels is
offering the movie for free, with a particular nod to members of the Upper Valley
community who might be struggling financially and otherwise during the
pandemic, Cook adds. “It is a message of hope that dovetails with our message,
our mission, of bringing light to the darkest time of the year,” he says. “People
right now are experiencing the darkness in a very real way.”
As much in his role as a psychiatrist as in his mind-set as a member of the
Revels North board and a regular performer in the pageant, Norwich resident

John Severinghaus welcomes this solution. “I said at our meetings that
whatever we do is going to be better than doing nothing,” says Severinghaus,
who lent his voice to the animated character of Father Christmas. “Having
Revels go completely dark for a whole year was just not an option. The whole
point of Revels is that the sun is going to come back. “Let’s do what we can to
help it along.”
The trick, he adds, was to make it “fun and creative and different.” And
doing a hybrid digital version of the full, live extravaganza was not going to cut
it. “20 to 25 people in Zoom, I’m not sure how you’d do it,” Severinghaus says.
“To keep time and keep pitch, stitching it together was not practical. It could
be done, but even that… Come on: that’s not going to be a real show.”
During the last “real” show, in December of 2019 at the opera house,
Meriden, N.H. resident Sam Clifton was, well, reveling in the chance to play a
lead role in his debut at the Christmas Revels.
And between his own moments in the spotlight, the 2015 graduate of Lebanon
High School was paying close attention to the Mummer’s Dance – the number

FINE FRAMING IS AN ART IN ITSELF

Celebrating35 Years
HAPPY
HOLIDAYS
Downtown White River Jct.
55 South Main Street
(802) 296-2121
www.junctionframeshop.com

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMES
READY-MADE FRAMES
PHOTO FRAMES
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that every year interrupts the main storyline of Revels North’s long-running
celebration of the solstice. “While I was standing by as a spectator, I got an idea of
the basic plot, and the importance of Saint George,” Clifton recalls. “You get to
slay the giant and the dragon. You’re the hero. What more could you ask?”
What he learned by watching – and by listening – Clifton wove into his
vocal performance as George in All Shall Be Well Again, to which he was
invited to lend his voice. “I haven’t been able to do a lot of voice-acting work
so far,” Clifton recalls. “I thought this would be a way to get a solid role onto
my résumé.”
For the leadership of Revels North, the film emerged, last spring and summer,
as a way to bridge the seasonal gap, and to keep Revels – which had to cancel its
schedule of live music in the name of singer and listener safety – on the Upper
Valley’s radar screen. “It wasn’t long before we began to realize that there was no
way we could plan on live performances,” Cook says. “There was so
much that we couldn’t anticipate.”
Instead, Cook, artistic director
Nils Fredland and members of the
Revels North board of directors
started brainstorming, and
quickly eliminated the idea of
trying to do a hybrid live through
online technology.
With input from Revels
creatives, they found consensus
around the idea of a short film,
mixing animation and footage
from previous years’ Revels, that
area audiences could stream on
their computers, and watch on
Community Access Television
(CATV). “It got us excited like
nothing else was going to,” Cook
recalls. “It was going to be the
costliest option, in a year where maybe fundraising would be harder than usual
because of the pandemic. But it really energized everybody, and seemed the
most likely to get the audience excited.”
The Revels board bought into the plan from the outset. “Suddenly there was
a spark,” board president and Lebanon resident Kim Rheinlander says. “People
really embraced it. It was something so different, and something positive.”
With money from a variety of sources – including an anonymous donation of
$10,000, $7,500 from a Vital Communities crowdsourcing campaign, a COVIDrelief grant of $7,500 from the New Hampshire Council on the Arts, $5,000
from regular underwriter Mascoma Bank, on top of earlier contributions from
regular individual benefactors – Revels North enlisted a Keene, NH-based
nonprofit, The SALT Project, to weave animation around a storyline invoking
Revels traditions. “A big part of our thinking was to seek out local artists, who
need the work right now,” Cook says. “When the pandemic hit and lingered on,
their livelihoods went up in smoke. We really wanted to support them as much
as possible.”

No Strings Marionette Company
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Toward that end, Revels hired the No Strings Marionette Company in
Randolph, VT, which had crafted puppets for the 2015 show at Dartmouth
College’s Hopkins Center for the Arts. The troupe crafted and brought to life a
puppet host for the film, in the persona of Jack Langstaff, the founder of the
original Christmas Revels pageant in New York City, and who had established
a comparable program in Cambridge, MA, in 1971.
Langstaff, who would have turned 100 this year, was the father of Carol
Langstaff, the Sharon resident who founded Revels North in 1974. “When we
saw the puppet,” Severinghaus says, “any of us who had privilege to know Jack,
that was great to see.”
It worked as well for Rheinlander, who was captivated by the original Revels
growing up in Cambridge in the 1970s, and who, after moving to the Upper
Valley in the mid-1980s, joined Revels North and crossed paths with Langstaff
in a variety of capacities, from backstage technical support to singing and acting
with the ensemble.
Even after joining the board of directors, Rheinlander stayed active with the
productions until 2019, when Revels moved the solstice pageant from the
Hopkins Center’s Spaulding Auditorium to the Opera House. While the latter
seats 800 people, to Spaulding’s 900, the 2019 show, drew a combined 3,000
people to five performances. Many of them, Rheinlander found while conducting
exit interviews, had never seen the show at Dartmouth. “The people I talked
with were so enthusiastic,” she says, “and we were very excited about having a
second show there this year.”
With All Shall Be Well Again, Rheinlander hopes that Revels will keep things
going, keep people enthused, knowing we’re still around.”
Revels North was scheduled to start streaming All Shall Be Well Again on
November 20. The local cable station CATV was scheduled to start showing the
film on Thanksgiving Day (November 26 at 2pm), with subsequent screenings
on Giving Tuesday (December 1), and on December 21 (the winter solstice),
Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, and New Year’s Day. To learn more, visit
revelsnorth.org. n

Say Goodbye to Power Outages
Keep your family safe with home battery storage
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Get the 2020 or 2021 Federal Tax
credit/discount when paired with
new or existing solar energy
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NORWICH CREATIVES– continued from page 1

Jake Laser
Before relocating to Los Angeles in September, Laser self-isolated over the
spring and summer at home in Norwich. And after remotely finishing his
undergraduate degree in physics from Saint Lawrence University, he retreated
full-time into his workshop in the family basement to tinker with and test a
parade of inventions, all the while documenting the processes for his JLaservideo
pages on Instagram and YouTube (www.youtube.com/user/JLaservideo).
Near summer’s end,
Laser flew an elaborate
hoverboard – inspired in
part by the craft on which
the comic-strip movie
villain Green Goblin
avoids ground traffic – over
Storrs Pond and Fullington
Field in Hanover.
And thanks to that
video and several that he
released through the third
week of November, his
roster
of
YouTube
subscribers grew to 1.3
Jake Laser
million. “With the
YouTube income,” Laser says, “I’ve been able to pay off all my college loans.”
In Los Angeles, he’s working on a range of projects with a business partner
in a workshop and studio that so far appears to be a safe bubble of creativity. “It’s
one of the rare industries that’s actually upticking a little right now,” Laser said.
“It’s been decent.”
Hans Williams
Hans Williams figured he was maintaining a decent pace himself, until
contracting Covid-19 almost as soon as he’d returned to New Orleans for his
sophomore year at Tulane University. “I got it the first day of classes, while I was
working on the video to go with the song Phin and I recorded over the summer,”
says Williams who is majoring in marketing with a minor in music production. “I
had to quarantine for a couple of weeks, which kind of set me back. “And I guess
I’m going to have to quarantine when I come back to Norwich over the holidays,
so Phin and I will have to wait before we can start working on our next project.”
Good thing, then, that the former ice-hockey teammates – “since Mites and
Squirts up through high school,” Williams says – devoted an intense couple of
weeks finetuning Williams’ latest song, Body on My Shoulders, in the Choukas
family’s Dreaded Zig Zag, the studio on Kerwin Hill. “He showed me that song
in late July or early August,” says Choukas. “We put it together pretty quickly.
He took a while to find the right words. We had a really good time making it
before we went our separate ways.”

In Choukas’ case, “separate” meant transporting his recording equipment to
California, where he is self-isolating in a small bubble of friends. Between
recording projects, he’s remotely continuing his undergraduate studies at
Middlebury College where he’s a junior.
Choukas also is using this time to figure out what he wants to do for a living
after college. While he’s caught the attention of the ever-evolving music industry
for his production wizardry (www.norwichtimes.com/music-comes-home) for the

Hans Williams and Phin Choukas

likes of Strafford-native singer-songwriter Noah Kahan, he confesses “I still don’t
know if it’s what I want to do professionally. “I’ve been so fortunate to work with
really talented vocalists and musicians, but up until now it’s been more about
doing it for friends. It’s kind of a therapeutic experience. A relief and an escape.”
Those rewards motivated Williams to ‘midwife’ and record Body on My
Shoulders at least as much as any commercial ones that might or might not
follow. Back in Norwich, after Tulane sent everyone home for the spring and
summer to avoid the coronavirus, he started assembling the song in response to
the suicide of a fellow Tulane freshman in a neighboring dormitory suite in
2019. “Being in virtual quarantine over the summer really helped me write it,”
Williams says. “And having Phin there for every step, the way he was on my first
record (Guardian, released the spring of his junior year at Hanover High) made
such a difference. He’s the one who’s hearing all the takes, and has the best ear
on all of it.”
According to the online music site Spotify, more than 2,000 people were
following the songs that Williams and Choukas were sharing as of Thanksgiving, and more than 75,000 a month were listening. “I’m not too worried yet
that some big label will sweep me off my feet,” Williams hastens to add. “I still
have a lot to learn. There have been people who came and hit me with ideas for
weird deals, things I don’t want to sign. I didn’t think too much about that
coming from Norwich.”

WE ARE OPEN:
ALSO:

· CUSTOM CONSULTING
· GALLERY BROWSING
· FINE JEWELRY REPAIR
· BATTERY REPLACEMENT

· ONLINE SHOP
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DesignerGoldJewelry.com | 603.643.3864
Tuesday-Friday 11-5, Saturday 10-2,
Closed Sunday & Monday
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Ezra McGinley-Smith
While – like his father, a dermatologist by trade – Ezra McGinley-Smith
enjoyed still photography, he didn’t think too much about filmmaking until he
attended the White River Indie Film Festival in White River Junction a few
years ago. “I can’t remember exactly when, but I was still at Marion Cross
School,” McGinley-Smith recalls. “I got really inspired by what I saw.”
That inspiration led first to testing his skills with sports-action films, particularly skiing, à la documentarian Warren Miller. Then, during the early weeks
of the pandemic, with the free
time gained after schools went
to remote learning, he shot
Willing Hands – a 7½-minute
documentary about how the
Norwich-based nonprofit,
which collects surplus and
donated food that otherwise
would go to waste, focused on
getting that food to Upper
Valley residents who lost jobs
and income during the Covid
crisis. The film recently won the
middle-school division’s socialjustice award from the Freedom
& Unity program, led by
Norwich movie director Nora
Jacobson. “When it won,” he
remembers, “I was like, ‘Wow:
Ezra McGinley-Smith with his award recognizing
there’s potential for this!’”
his Social Justice award in the 2020 Freedom &
Indeed, the acclaim led to
Unity Young Filmmaker Contest.
commissions to shoot commercials
for products ranging from electric tea-kettles to Hershey’s chocolate and a Segway
scooter. “Having the digital technology that’s available now has really helped,”
McGinley-Smith says. “At least while I’m starting out, the modern way seems the
most practical way to go, though at some point I want to try the old-fashioned way,
to see what they were doing back then.”
One of those more old-fashioned ways he earns walking-around money, is
trapping skunks for neighbors, friends, and acquaintances. And at some point,
McGinley-Smith might start charging for his free dives into area lakes, ponds,
and rivers to retrieve items lost by fishermen, golfers, and other outdoors persons.
“So far it’s been for fun, for the challenge,” he says. “It’s crazy what you find
down there that you’re not even looking for: An old phone from a pay phone; a
bicycle wheel; an iPhone; many, many, many pairs of sunglasses.”
Jake Laser sums up the same spirit all three of these creatives share. He
expects to follow his curiosity and sense of adventure wherever they lead him,
commercially viable/viral or no. “I’m always excited for what comes next,” he
concludes. “I try to be on the edge, push myself whenever I can.” n
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You are not alone.

domestic violence • sexual assault • stalking

every hour, every day 866-348-WISE
chat online at wiseuv.org

We’re here for you.

For almost 50 years, WISE has supported
survivors in times of stress and crisis. Our
advocates are here for you every hour, every
day. Call the crisis line or chat with us online.
You do not need to be in crisis to reach out to us.

follow us @WISEuv

Join Willing Hands
and help us

grow!
We are expanding
to provide more
nutritious food to our
neighbors in need.
Learn more at
WillingHands.org

Harvesting tomatoes at the WH farmacy garden.
Photo: Mark Washburn.

Program Center
38 Bank Street
Lebanon, NH
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Groceries-2-Go
Order Your Groceries Online and
Pick Them Up Curbside for FREE!
Members, our popular curbside pickup program
is easy and convenient. Shop and pay online.
More than 8,000 products with more products
added weekly!

Learn More at coopfoodstore.coop/groceries-2-go
Or Call (603) 643-2667.

Hanover & Lebanon Curbside Hours: Tue—Sat, 9 am–5 pm
Co-op Market Curbside Hours: Mon—Fri, 11 am–5 pm

Dr. Eugene J. Bernal
Dr. Sandra K. Dufour
Dr. Shawn P. Morris
Dr. Ran He
Dr. Jessica M. Berry
Mon, Tue, Wed, & Fri
8am-5:30pm
Thurs
8am-7pm

802-295-4887
587 Hartford Avenue
White River Junction
Vermont

Specializing in all aspects of family eyecare:
Comprehensive medical eye examinations
Contact lens specialists
Infant & children’s evaluations
Pre- and post-laser surgery services
Largest optical showroom in the area
Eyeglass accessories
Designer & sport sunglasses
Medicare and Major Medical Accepted
Evening Appointments Available
whiteriverfamilyeyecare.com

603-448-2066 Brian@creativelightingdesigns.com
Lebanon, NH
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L IF E AT 5 3 1 F E E T

Hi, Neighbor: Vermont’s Secret Code
–– Mark Lilienthal ––
e’re Vermonters, the
gentleman standing
outside the Norwich Inn
said. “We’ll survive.”
True, his words made my inner
Deadhead do a little twirl (I know
you don’t need help for such an
obvious one but...“Touch of Grey”
people, “Touch of Grey”). More
than that, his confidence was –
like this virus – infectious.
Suddenly, I had a little spring in
my step, like a man headed to the
golf course when it was a workday
for everyone else.
It wasn’t the only example of
hope out there in our town. In
conversation with a neighbor, he
pointed out that when
Vermonters say “Hi, Neighbor” it actually signifies something, with due respect
to Narragansett beer’s official motto. It means, he explained, that there is
something to the relationship we have with and to each other, a shared sense
of community that may be more elusive in other parts of the country.
[UNNAMED SOURCES] told me of a last-gasp, not-quite-but-almostclandestine gathering around a firepit in [UNDISCLOSED LOCATION IN
NORWICH], where [AN INDETERMINATE NUMBER] of families talked
about what they were going to miss when Governor Scott’s latest guidance of no
multi-family gatherings went into effect. While the laments were genuine, they
paled in comparison to the group’s willingness to sacrifice to keep school open.
For those of you without school-aged children, please know that those of
us with younger kiddos notice your commitment to and sacrifices for us.
Thank you!
When school is open, we are all of us more connected to each other. Parents,
educators, children, bus drivers, youth coaches, local businesses – McWhit
artisans! Blue Sparrow latte crafters! – and town employees all operate in sync
when the little engine of Marion Cross School is running at normal speed. Plus,
when school is open, we all get to pretend that we are beautiful enough to stop
traffic: simply signal to Norman or Demo that you would like to cross the street
and vehicles will wait for you.
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After school one day, I stood
behind a fourth-grade boy in line
at the local grocery store. He was
with some friends, all of them
masked up and playing by the
rules, just in for a snack. At the
post in between the freezers and
the bread aisle, there is a rack
with postcards featuring images
of all that makes the Green
Mountain State beautiful. The
boy pointed at one photo of our
famous fall foliage, the word
“Vermont” blazing across the
crimson leaves.
Each autumn since I can
remember, when leaves were at
their peak, my brother and I
endured our mother stopping the
car, pausing a hike, or
interrupting one of our stories to force us to look, to notice Mother Nature’s
display. “People come from all over the world to see this,” she would say.
Of course, we never listened or paid her any heed. Yet, when the boy
pointed at that postcard, saying, “Hey! That’s where we live!,” you can bet
her words echoed in my ears, and I cried just a little bit, so hopeful for the
next generation of Vermonters.
So, when we pass each other out and about, try to see each other.
Gradually, with time, patience, love, and some modern medicine, our masks
will start to come off. The vaccinated will hug you, bridging chasms that a
single malady has dug in just a few months. Dreams and plans will come back
into your daily discussions. Travel – TRAVEL! – will be all the rage once
more. We will adjust to a new world. During that adjustment, that return to
“normal,” let us try to pause and reflect. Of all the places on planet earth
where we could have been during this most crazy of years, we were here.
Together, we rode out this storm, finding silver linings (and, yes, touches of
grey), taking walks, trusting each other to do right. Make sure to say “Hi,
Neighbor” when you’re out and about. It’s just our little code here in
Vermont, a sign that we understand how we rise and fall and struggle and
succeed together.
After all, we’re Vermonters. n
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H O L IDAY R EFL E C T ION
On Duty and Caring For All
efore she went out on calls on Thanksgiving, Norwich Police Chief
Jennifer Frank stopped by the Hartford police department where the
staff on duty “got together and shared our thanks and gratitude.”
Frank worked on Thanksgiving so that two of the officers in her
department, both parents for the first time, could stay at home with their
families. Her schedule for Christmas doesn’t look much different: she’ll put
in hours on both Christmas Eve and Christmas, so that officers and staff
get some time with family.
In a 15-year career in law enforcement,
and a background in teaching, with both a
masters degree and a doctorate in education,
Frank has experienced a wide range of law
enforcement work. But, what drew her to
Norwich, she said in a phone interview, was
the opportunity to do “small town policing,
and a chance to know people personally.”
Although the corona virus pandemic
has affected life for all Americans, it has
also, in Frank’s observation, deepened
Police Chief Jennifer Frank
Norwich’s small-town ties. And there is a
kind of grace in that. “One of the blessings of the pandemic is to look
beyond ourselves to the community at large. That comes through clearly
on holidays,” Frank said.
A town resident emailed Frank on Thanksgiving to ask her whether she
could bring her some pie. Another resident let her know that there was
some turkey waiting for her if she had the time to stop by.
There may be more welfare and mental health checks this holiday
season because of the need to safely navigate through the expected surge
in Covid-19 cases, Frank said.
But other town traditions continue. The 39th annual Norwich Turkey
Trot continued as planned, but with some key modifications: it was no
longer done as a group, but individually – at home on a treadmill or
outdoors, observing the rules of social distancing, alone or with others.
Frank saw runners out and about on Thanksgiving “doing their own
socially distanced turkey trot.”
The annual Christmas market at Tracy Hall has moved online. And “19
Days of Norwich,” which raises money for The Haven in White River
Junction, as well as soliciting perishable and non-perishable food, is more
important than ever in a year of economic hardship for many.
“I think, if anything, the virus has shown how resilient our community
is... we are just doing things in a different way,” Frank said. n
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the lifestyle: that’s why
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live at The Woodlands.

Neal Brown
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~ Nicola Smith

“One of the blessings of the pandemic is to look
beyond ourselves to the community at large.
That comes through clearly on holidays.”
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Reflecting on What Is Truly Important
s we all navigate the Holiday season this year, adapting our old traditions
to a new reality, it is a special opportunity to reflect on what is truly
important to each of us. As exciting as the lights, decorations, gifts, and
music are, I can’t think of a time of year that shows more clearly how fortunate
we are, both as individuals and as a community.
Like most kids, when I was younger I was very much focused on the receiving
of gifts. Looking forward for months to the possibility of a new model to build,
a new pair of skis, or other such treasures, the day we sat down to shred wrapping
paper was filled with expectation and wonder. Over the years, I found more and
more joy in the giving of gifts. Finding just the right present for family and
friends became much more fun and satisfying, and watching the look on a loved
one’s face as the paper came off was my favorite part of the holidays.
Now, with two small kids in the house, and especially this unique year, I am
approaching the season from a very different perspective. Of course, it’s
important to me that they have something exciting to open, and that the rest
of the family does, too. But as we prepare to have smaller gatherings, first and
foremost on my mind is to check in with other people and make sure they are
“ok.” This time of year is often very difficult... for people who have lost a loved
one, those struggling with various degrees of mental illness, and others who just
struggle to find the joy. Let’s all remember to reach out, make a phone call, and
share the gifts of love and caring. It can mean the world to someone “having a
hard time,” and that’s the best present we can give. Happy Holidays! n
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Holiday exHibition
& sale
december 5– 31, 2020
tues – Fri 11– 6 | sat & sun 11– 4
11 – 2 dec 24 | closed dec 25
[covid precautions apply]

City Center Ballet

Our annual show features artwork and fine craft
from more than 150 artists—all in time to find
that perfectly unique and well thought-out gift!
This year, you can visit the galleries, or view and
purchase works online, and arrange for pickup.

and introducing: tHe sHop at ava
our new retail space opens dec. 5
avagallery.org



11 bank street



lebanon



603.448.3117

THE LIGHT ALWAYS RETURNS

The

Christmas

Revels

City Center Ballet
xperience Clara’s Dream, a nutcracker story told virtually!
To find this performance – and how to donate – visit www.
citycenterballet.org. Also, please remember to support
your favorite local arts when you shop www.citycenterballet.org/
amazon and other www.smile.amazon.com sites.
Missing local music?
Check these out! On YouTube, search for “Chad Finer” and
you’ll find these performances along with other local treats.
• Beaver Meadow Gospel Sing (2018, 2019, and 2020)
• Panhandlers playing” Music in the Time of Covid” at
Brigham Hill (10/4/20)
• Bob Totz playing Pony Express, Moonlight Skate, Sometimes
One Man’s Treasure at Brigham Hill 10/15/20
• Jennifer Cohen & Steve Ferraris playing at Brigham Hill
(10/4/20)
Upper Valley Music Center
UVMC cannot hold their usual Messiah Sing, recitals, and
holiday caroling events in person this year, so they are bringing
the festivities to you with a free online festival including
activities for all ages. Holiday Music Festival Fri. Dec. 4-Tue.
Dec. 15. Free, online at uvmusic.org/holidays. Caroling: Fri.
Dec. 11, 7pm. Handel’s Messiah – Preparing to Hear
Masterworks: Thur. Dec. 10, 1pm. Messiah Sing: Sun. Dec. 13,
3pm. Pocket Song Singers: Sun. Dec. 13, 4pm, Tue. Dec. 8 and
Tue. Dec. 15, 10am. Chamber Music Listening Party: Fri. Dec.
11, 6 pm. ’Tis the Session: Tue. Dec. 15, 7pm.
Northern Stage’s Free Broadcast of
It’s a Wonderful Life: A Radio Play
Northern Stage has partnered with Vermont Public Radio
to present a free one-time-only broadcast of It’s a Wonderful
Life: A Radio Play on Sat. Dec. 12 at 3 p.m. Call 802-296-7000
or visit northernstage.org. Tickets are $15 for individuals and
$25 for families and household listening. n
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S PO NS O R SP O T LI G HT
Banking Undergoes Transitions
in 2020
his past year has brought about
numerous complications and
changes for almost every business and industry.
Locally, retail, hospitality, health and service businesses have
adapted to remain viable during the year of Covid. As Tom
Hoyt – Mascoma Bank’s public relations and social media
coordinator – points out, the banking industry was certainly
not immune from undergoing changes, along with their
business neighbors. The good news? Mascoma Bank adapted
very successfully, and continued to provide a high level of
services to their clients throughout the upheaval.
One of Mascoma’s services that boomed in 2020, Hoyt
says, involves issuing home mortgages. The home mortgage Tom Hoyt
business at the bank “is the busiest ever,” he says. Several reasons exist for the
uptick in home sales, including low interest rates, and the desire –partially because
of the pandemic – of folks living in urban areas to escape to regions such as the
Upper Valley. Hoyt also says that the spring lockdown created pent-up demand,
which blossomed when restrictions eased.
So, in real numbers, what changes has Mascoma Bank seen in home loans in
2020? Comparing the first three quarters of this year opposed to last, “we’ve closed
1,074 loans in 2020 versus 714 in 2019 – that’s an increase of 50%,” Hoyt says.
“Half were for the purchase or construction of a new home in 2020; half were
refinancing at today’s historically low rates,” he adds.
Of course, how bank officials work with mortgage clients has changed dramatically in 2020. Whereas in-person meetings and conferences were once the norm,
now electronic communications are the standard in many cases.
Electronic banking for many of the bank’s everyday customers has also become
the standard. With bank lobbies closed for a time, then restrictions imposed on
the numbers allowed in at one time, many clients – out of necessity – turned to
electronic banking. For many, that will become a permanent way of doing business,
Hoyt explains.
Processing loans for the federal Payroll Protection Program (PPP) was a major
effort Mascoma Bank dealt with in 2020, says Hoyt. Not only were Mascoma’s
regular business clients involved, Hoyt says that many clients from some of the
larger banking institutions turned to Mascoma for assistance in handling these
loans. Processing the PPP loans “took up so much time and effort,” Hoyt says.
Another way Mascoma has benefitted in 2020 is the lessening dependence on
outside contractors for much of their IT work, says Hoyt. Whereas they once hired
outside high tech firms to handle those functions, the bank has moved to
performing this work in-house. “When you do it [IT functions] yourself, and
something goes wrong, you’re first in line to getting it fixed,” Hoyt explains.
Though 2020 proved a challenging year, Tom Hoyt finds that Mascoma Bank
accepted those challenges willingly. “It’s invigorating... you figure out how to
~ Frank Orlowski
adapt, and then move on.”

T

NOTE: As of 11/23/20, Mascoma Bank closed the lobbies of all branches to
customers until further notice. All drive-up locations remain open, and you may
schedule an appointment at your branch for special assistance.

Is it Time to
Consider Assisted Living?
Experience life at The Village from the comfort of your
own home. Schedule your personalized, staff guided,
virtual visit today. View different apartment types, meet
residents and visit amenity spaces like the gym, art studio,
movie theater or pub.

“Despite our concerns
about COVID-19, we had
no choice but to move Dad
into assisted living. We
were very relieved by how
well everything went
with our move in. There
are tremendous protective
personal and building
protocols in place. Now
that he lives at The Village,
I don’t think twice about
his safety. Thank you to
Jodi and all the Directors
and staff for making my
father’s transition
successful.”

daughter
resident
Former resident of Brandon, Vermont
Retired C.E.O. of a manufacturing company in Silicon Valley

Call today for a virtual visit or
information packet! 802-295-7500
www.TheVillageAtWRJ.com
The Village at White River Junction Uniform Consumer
Disclosure form is available by request.
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DISCOVER VERMONT’S BEST KEPT SECRET

20/21 PASS HOLDERS
WILL BE GIVEN
PRIORITY ACCESS
Secure your spot on
the slopes this season!
AVAILABLE NOW FOR PURCHASE
Family • Adult • Child
*Daily lift ticket sales limited on select days during
the 2020/21 season. Visit SkiQuechee.com for
details and additional information regarding
modified operations during Covid-19.

EXPERIENCE ALL THAT QUECHEE HAS TO OFFER YEAR-ROUND!
Become an Associate Member today. Visit quecheeclub.com/membership
3268 Quechee Main Street, Quechee VT • SkiQuechee.com • (802) 295-9356

